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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Electricity systems have undergone a transformation over the last century, from the first basic
grids to the highly complex, interconnected and digital power systems of today. The electricity
grid is a marvel of modern infrastructure, capable of delivering electricity to a wide range of
customer classes with extremely high standards for safety, reliability and power quality. Ensuring
there is enough electricity to meet demand on a second-to-second basis is an ongoing process
for the electricity grid. Growing penetration of variable renewable generation and responsive
loads (e.g., smart appliances) are making the task of system balance more difficult. Innovative
energy storage technologies are often referred to as the “holy grail” of the electricity sector.
These emerging storage resources are adding much needed flexibility, allowing operators to
maximize the use of existing infrastructure.
In Ontario, installed capacity of variable
renewable generation has grown significantly
over the past decade due to government
policy programs and falling technology costs.
In addition, smart appliances, energy
efficiency and conservation programs have
resulted in greater variation of Ontario’s grid
demand.
This has resulted in greater
uncertainty in managing supply and demand
balance in the electricity system.
Energy storage allows for the withdrawal and
reinjection of electricity on demand to better
optimize the flow of electricity throughout the
power
system.
Furthermore,
these
technologies are generally fuel-free and can
even displace the need for greenhouse gasemitting fossil fuel generators.
One such technology is flywheel energy
storage – first deployed at utility-scale in
Canada in 2014 by NRStor 1. Flywheels are like
“mechanical batteries” that store kinetic
energy in a rotating mass. During the past five
years, NRStor’s Minto Flywheel energy storage
facility has proven the effectiveness of storage

Flywheel Unit Undergoing Maintenance

1

NRStor develops cost-effective, reliable energy storage projects that create energy cost savings and reduce
environmental impact. http://nrstor.com/
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in providing fast-acting regulation services 2, the kind of response that may soon be crucial to
integrating more renewables. The facility also has been a testing ground that enabled the IESO
to fine-tune ways of maximizing the output and regulation value of this and similar storage
facilities. Looking ahead, the facility stands ready to test additional ancillary services and
capacity products, which can help to increase the penetration of renewables on the grid.

Minto Project Interior: Drives (left); Vault Lids (right); Crane (top)

2

Regulation service is also commonly referred to as frequency response since its core objective is to maintain the
consistent frequency of the power system.
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The Minto Flywheel Facility — the first of its kind in Canada —spotlights Ontariobased technology. Since 2014, the project has helped to drive forward Ontario’s
energy storage sector in several ways:
Regulatory Impacts:

Commercial Impacts

Technical &
Operational Impacts

Academic Learnings &
Community
Collaboration

•Prompted changes to •Demonstrated such a
market rules, including facility’s ability to
•Helped the IESO
definitions related to
secure debt-financing.
develop optimized
•Makes data available to
energy storage
It set the precedent for signals for short
academic partners for
resources that
private sector
duration energy
the purposes of
withdraw and inject
investment and
storage technology.
research.
power on-demand.
commercial lending for •Fine-tuned signals and •Maintains strong
energy storage in
response, thereby
relationships with
•In response to the
delivering 27 percent
community partners
Minto Flywheel Facility, Ontario.
the Ontario Energy
•All relevant RFPs in
more effective
and continues to be
regulation capacity
recognized as a key
Board (OEB) created an Ontario with eligibility
Energy Storage License, for energy storage
compared to the same supporter of local
and this site was the
resource participation
Minto Flywheel facility
economic development
first facility to obtain it. have benefitted from
following the
and charitable
traditional regulation
organizations.
•Entirely new settlement the Alternative
signal.
processes and schemes Technologies for
Regulation (ATR)
were generated from
•Proved that the fast
procurement and the
the project. This
regulation setpoint
Minto Flywheel Facility. mileage based on 2includes demand
charges and uplifts.
second samples was a
factor of 2.3 higher
than the traditional
setpoint mileage.
"Aside from the immediate benefit this technology is providing—helping to maintain second-by-second
balance on the grid—we’re also learning lessons about the potential future value storage can provide." —
Leonard Kula, Vice-President, Planning, Acquisition and Operations and Chief Operating Officer, IESO
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1. PROVING THE VALUE OF STORAGE FOR REGULATION AND
RENEWABLES INTEGRATION
Grid-connected generators in North America all produce electricity at the same frequency: 60
Hertz. Maintaining this frequency is critical to grid stability and is mandated by the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC).
Anything that draws (i.e., loads) or produces (i.e., generation) electricity impacts grid frequency.
Bulk system operators, such as Ontario’s Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), must
continuously balance supply with demand. They do so through an ancillary service product
called regulation service. Regulation service acts to match total system generation to total
system load (including transmission losses), which helps correct variations in power system
frequency. This service corrects for short-term changes in electricity use that might affect the
stability of the power system, loss of consistent frequency can lead to equipment failure and
power system black outs.
With the increased penetration
of renewable resources and
responsive loads, regulation is
becoming more complicated,
and that trend is expected to
continue to grow. This is
partially because traditional
generation relies on spinning
turbines that inherently provide
inertia. Inertia is the ability of
the grid to resist changes to frequency for a given mismatch between supply and demand.
Traditional generators are typically synced to the grid and offer rigidity to the frequency,
allowing the regulation services to respond slowly.
The proportion of solar and wind generation is increasing steadily on electrical grids around
the world. While these sources of energy offer minimal carbon footprints and low costs of
operation, they do not contribute significantly to grid inertia since they have no spinning
turbines. Instead, wind and solar generation use inverter-based connections that utilize power
electronics to produce electricity at the required frequency. The growth of variable generation
generally has decreased grid inertia since they displace inertia-based forms of generation.
Additionally, their variable nature also exacerbates supply and demand balance issues since
higher solar and wind penetration makes overall power generation more variable. Add in more
variability from responsive loads and the ability of system operators to accurately forecast
demand and supply decreases leading to higher forecast errors that must be resolved by
regulation service.
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1.1 More storage, more renewables
Given these realities, in 2012, the IESO
launched an initiative to study emerging
and flexible technologies that could
support regulation efforts in the Ontario
electricity market and to better
understand the value of distributed
energy resources (DERs) (see Figure to
left). After being selected through a
competitive
procurement
process,
NRStor’s Minto Flywheel Facility was
built and began supporting Ontario’s
grid regulation needs in 2014.
Why is energy storage like the Minto
Flywheel Facility so valuable? Without it,
Source: Rocky Mountain Institute
all the electrical energy traveling along the
wires need a destination, some kind of electrical demand that requires those electrons the
instant they are generated. This is because energy is transferred in the electrical system near the
speed of light, and historically there has been no effective way to store the energy for later use.
Consequently, grid operators must balance ever-changing electrical demand by dispatching
Ontario’s fleet of generation in real-time.
Energy storage technologies can serve as a
parking lot for the energy allowing the grid to
be better balanced (i.e., energy in = energy out
on a second to second basis). Energy storage
also can maximize the value of renewables.
When someone flips on a light switch, a
generator somewhere else doesn’t need to
burn coal or gas to produce the power the light
needs. With storage, that electricity could come
from a wind turbine that generated power the
night before. In the same way, energy for grid
balancing also can be stored at times of oversupply and dispatched when needed.

Quick Project Facts:
• NRStor was selected by Ontario’s IESO,
through a competitive RFP process to
provide 4 MW of flexibility to Ontario’s
grid, ±2 MW, in 2012
• Construction began in late 2013 with
commercial operations beginning in 2014
• The facility utilizes 10 of the world’s
highest energy capacity flywheels
• Business Development Bank provided
$3M debt financing for this project

During the past five years, the Minto Flywheel Facility has proven the effectiveness of storage
assets in providing both regulation and fast-acting regulation services, the kind of response that
may soon be crucial to integrating more renewables into the grid. The facility also has been a
testing ground that enabled the IESO to fine-tune ways of maximizing the output and regulation
value of this and similar storage facilities. Ahead, the facility stands ready to test additional uses
for flywheel and energy storage technologies such as synthetic inertia, which could help increase
the penetration of renewables.
All Rights Reserved
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2. THE ROLE OF ENERGY STORAGE IN THE EVOLVING GRID
When generation was centralized and power only flowed one way on the distribution system,
utilities and system operators aimed largely at having enough capacity on the bulk transmission
system to meet demand and manage regulation services. Today, capacity is not enough. In a
two-way grid with distributed generation and increasingly sensitive energy infrastructure, grid
operators need more flexibility. Storage can delivery that flexibility.

2.1 How storage fits into ancillary services and regulation markets
Energy storage resources, especially those with inverter-based connections, can quickly and
precisely respond to regulation signals from a grid operator. Ramp rates, analogous to the time
it takes for a car to reach a certain speed or to brake to a stop, are driven by the mechanics of
the generator. Ramp rates are generally measured in MW per minute.
Energy storage resources tend to
have much faster ramp rates than
conventional generation such as
synchronous turbine generators.
This means that storage can go
from off to on, and vice versa, very
quickly as opposed to slowly
building up to the required power
level, which is what traditional
resources do with their slower
ramp rates. The graphic to the left
illustrates this.
In 2008, the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Pacific Northwest
National Lab 3 compared storage
resources and their ramp rates to other generation sources. Looking at average-sized resources,
researchers found that 1 MW of fast-response regulation could provide the same amount of
regulation services as 1.7 MW of hydropower and 29 MW of an average steam turbine.
Although fast, storage resources are energy-limited. They have a finite ability to inject power
onto the grid or absorb power from it. The chart below 4 shows how ramp rates and energy
limitations impact a storage resource’s potential.

3

PNNL, https://www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-17632.pdf

4

UPenn, https://kleinmanenergy.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/Energy%20Storage%20in%20PJM.pdf
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How Many MW of Conventional Regulation Resource Could
1 MW of Fast Regulation Replace?

2.2 Attributes of Storage-based Regulation
The following are positive attributes of storage-based regulation that benefit power system
stability objectives:
•

Faster and better performance than traditional resources: Storage provides a 10times faster and more accurate response to a power dispatcher’s signals compared to
power turbine generators, according to research from the Energy Storage Association. 5

•

More economical than traditional resources: PJM Interconnection, a regional
transmission organization in the Northeast U.S., projects that additional storage projects
could provide a 10 percent to 20 percent reduction in its frequency regulation capacity
needs and save consumers some $25-50 million USD. 6

•

Worth more to grid operators than slow regulation resources: In 2011, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission recognized the enhanced value of fast-responding
frequency regulation services from resources like demand response, batteries and
flywheels by implementing FERC Order 755, that increased the pay for resources that
could respond rapidly to regulation signals. Within one year of this change, PJM had
implemented a pay-for-performance program that increased the regulation market
clearing price from $13.75 per MWh to $38.75 per MWh. 7

•

Well-suited to a grid with increasing renewables penetration: Storage resources can
respond instantly to load and generation fluctuations that accompany intermittent
resources such as wind and solar power. 8

“On average, for every 5.7 MW we request a slow regulation resource to move, we request a
fast-regulating resource to move 16.2 MW for a ratio of roughly 3:1.” -PJM8

5

ESA, http://energystorage.org/energy-storage/facts-figures

6

Ibid.

7

GTM, https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/FERCs-Energy-Storage-Ruling-Could-Jump-Start-BigBatteries#gs.m5x3qb
8

PJM report, Performance-Based Regulation, Year One Analysis. Submitted to FERC Oct. 12, 2013.
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3. ANATOMY OF THE MINTO FLYWHEEL FACILITY
Flywheels are like “mechanical batteries” that store kinetic energy in a rotating mass. The
flywheels installed at the Minto Flywheel Facility use a solid steel flywheel that spins faster and
faster when a motor drawing power from the grid “charges” it. When discharging, the flywheel
is slowed down using the momentum of the wheel to drive energy back through the same
motor, now acting as a generator. This is similar to regenerative braking in a hybrid car.
Because the flywheel is spinning in a
vacuum there is minimal air drag and the
rotational energy can be “stored” with
minimal parasitic losses. The flywheel’s
momentum can then be harnessed to
generate electricity on demand.
Each flywheel weighs about 9,000
pounds and can spin at speeds in excess
of 11,000 RPM. The basic design allows
for up to 12 minutes of output at full
load, and the units can discharge and
recharge to full capacity at an extremely
high rate repeatedly without the same
degradation experienced by batteries.

Project Fast Facts
Number of flywheels: 10

Output per flywheel: 220-250 kW

Commissioned in July 2014, the Minto
Projected Asset Life: 20 years Maintenance needed: Minimal
Flywheel Facility was the first gridAsset availability: ~90%
Facility capacity: 2MW
connected commercial flywheel facility in
Canada and set many regulatory precedents. The asset is estimated to have 15+ years of life
with no degradation of output or responsiveness.

3.1 Why Ontario should continue to develop storage resources for
regulation
Historically, the IESO has scheduled hydro generation to supply the approximately 100 MW of
regulation or balancing services needed every hour. Recent procurements for energy storage
were partially in response to the increase in variable generation in the province. The output of
renewable resources is difficult to forecast.
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In response to issues like these, the IESO increased the amount of hourly regulation capacity it
typically schedules from 100 MW to 150-200 MW between 2017 and 2019, and it has expressed
its intent to raise regulation capacity on an as-needed basis by the year 2020. 9

3.2 Fast regulation versus traditional regulation
The automatic generation control (AGC) signal sent to traditional units is filtered with a time
constant of about 30 seconds, while the regulation signal sent to fast-acting energy storage
resources is based on unfiltered area control error (ACE), which is about every 2 seconds. This
means it enables the IESO to balance the grid with greater precision.

3.3 How flywheels compare to batteries
The leading energy storage resource technology currently is battery-based energy storage
solutions. While there are many benefits of battery-based energy storage, there are some
drawbacks compared to flywheels. The following table compares flywheel energy storage
resources to battery energy storage technologies.

9

Technology

Flywheel

Battery

Speed of response

Milliseconds

Milliseconds

Typical duration

Minutes

Minutes to hours

Range

Unlimited number of
charge/discharge cycles. No depthof-discharge limits.

Limited number of
charge/discharge cycles. Depth-ofdischarge limits.

Endurance

No degradation of energy capacity

Energy capacity degrades with use
and higher depth of discharge

Depth of discharge
limits

Full charge/discharge with no
degradation impact

More rapid degradation with an
increase in full charge/discharge
cycles

Life span

~40 years

3-5 years (in regulation-like
applications)

End-of-Life

100% recyclable. No toxic elements.

Disposal issues due to toxic
elements in some batteries

See section 1.2 (d) of the IESO’s 2017 Request for Proposals for Incremental Regulation Capacity -

http://www.ieso.ca/en/sector-participants/market-operations/markets-and-related-programs/regulationservice-rfp
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4. MINTO FLYWHEEL FACILITY ACHIEVEMENTS
NRStor’s Minto Flywheel Facility was commissioned by the IESO to provide short-duration
regulation grid balancing services that match scheduled electricity generation to dynamic
consumption. The project was the first grid-connected commercial flywheel facility in Canada.
The intent of the original IESO program was to study new and emerging technologies,
understand how they operate and identify any barriers or lessons learned from the Ontario
market 10. Along with providing reliable and cost-effective frequency regulation, the facility has
been successful in delivering new insight into use of storage for ancillary grid services.

4.1 An optimized signal
In September, 2018, the Minto Flywheel Facility started responding to a fast regulation signal
instead of the standard automatic generation control signal used previously. This fast regulation
signal also took into account the facility’s state of charge to avoid signalling the resource to
inject energy onto the grid when it’s fully discharged or charge when charging is already
complete. Sending an optimized, fast regulation signal resulted in a 27 percent improvement in
effective regulation capacity for the Minto flywheel over a typical 1-week period compared to
operating based on the traditional regulation signal – a major accomplishment. 11

4.2 Higher mileage
Storage resources are not like traditional power generation that provide electricity at a constant
rate or fluctuate only slightly. Storage can shift constantly between providing power to the grid
or charging from it. The Minto Flywheel Facility responds to grid signals sent on a two-second
interval, meaning it is doing a lot of work. If you traced that work on a graph and showed
charging activity as dropping below a baseline while discharge activity was recorded above the
baseline, you’d see a line that constantly moves up and down. The distance covered by that line
is called mileage. Mileage, put simply, is a measure of how much the output of the facility
changes over a period of time. The faster the output changes, and the greater the magnitude of
the change, the higher the mileage. Therefore, the mileage is a measure of how reactive an
asset is to changes in frequency. Energy storage assets, which have the highest mileage per MW
of capacity, are therefore more responsive when providing regulation services.

10

IESO, https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/ieso-to-integrate-new-storage-and-demand-response-technologiesinto-the-operation-of-provincial-power-system-move-will-enhance-flexibility-and-diversity-511407551.html
11

Results from IESO regulation performance studies and project reporting (2014-2019)
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The plot shown below is real world data extracted from the Minto Flywheel Facility HumanMachine Interface (HMI). Over the couse of one hour, the 2MW facility provided about 25MW
of mileage, and exchanged nearly a full MWh of energy. Additionally, the power cycles can
swing over 20x per hour, resulting in very large, high frequency swings.
Facility performance can be traced by comparing how closely the purple line (setpoint) follows
the black line (dispatch signal from IESO). The two lines almost perfectly match, highlighting the
responsiveness and accuracy of the system while performing frequency regulation.

Minto Flywheel Facility Performing Fast Frequency Regulation.
(1 hour window, Purple/Black +/- 2 MW, Blue 0 – 100% SoC)
With frequency regulation, a resource that can travel more distance / mileage in a given period
of time may deliver more value. This is described above: the relative throughput of the Minto
Flywheel Facility is both unique and significant. Compared to traditional, slow regulation
resources, the Minto Flywheel Facility charges and discharges energy more quickly, covering
much more mileage.

1 MW of fast regulation resources provides the same mileage as about 2.3 MW of slow
regulation, which may deliver savings in the future to IESO and consumers. 12

12

Ibid.
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5. A FRONTRUNNER IN THE CANADIAN STORAGE MARKET
The Minto Flywheel Facility — the first of its kind in Canada — includes and spotlights Ontariobased technology. Since 2014, the project has helped to drive forward Ontario’s energy storage
sector in several ways

Regulatory Impacts
The Minto Flywheel Facility has prompted changes to market rules, including
definitions related to energy storage resources that withdraw and inject power ondemand.
In response to the Minto Flywheel Facility, the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) created an
Energy Storage License, and this site was the first facility to obtain it.
Entire settlement processes and schemes were generated from the project. This
includes demand charges and uplifts.
Technical & Operational Impacts
During its five years of operation, the Minto Flywheel Facility has continued to finetunee perfmance.
The Minto Flywheel Facility has helped the IESO develop optimized signals for short
duration energy storage technology.
Moving to the unfiltered ACE signal led to a 27% increase in effective regulation
capacity compared to the Minto Flywheel Facility following the traditional regulation
signal.
The fast regulation setpoint mileage based on 2-second samples was a factor of 2.3
higher than the traditional setpoint mileage.
Academic & Community Collaboration
NRStor makes data available to academic partners for the purposes of research.
NRStor maintains strong relationships with its community partners and has continued
to be recognized as a key supporter of local economic development and charitable
organizations.
Commercial Impact
The Minto Flywheel Facility demonstrated such a facility’s ability to secure debtfinancing. It set the precedent for private sector investment and commercial lending
for energy storage in Ontario.
All relevant RFPs in Ontario with eligibility for energy storage resource participation
have benefitted from the Alternative Technologies for Regulation procurement and the
Minto Flywheel Facility.
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6. MORE VALUE TO COME
The Minto Flywheel Facility is a five-year-old asset with an estimated remaining operating life of
35 years. There’s still plenty of regulation service to be delivered – affordably and costeffectively – as well as more testing to be done. A few immediate examples include

6.1 Potential for synthetic inertia and other ancillary services
As more renewables come online and more turbine-based generation is retired, NERC has
reported concerns about grid inertia. Inertia is a property of the grid caused by the rotating
mass of traditional turbine-based generation. Spinning turbines in traditional generators or
hydro plants have stored kinetic energy built in. This inertia limits frequency variations when
sudden load or generation changes because the stored kinetic energy keeps turbines rotating at
a constant speed as the power flow fluctuates.
High penetrations of renewable energy that lead to the retirement of traditional generation
resources reduces the inherent inertia of the grid. There is no rotating component of a
photovoltaic solar cell, and most of today’s wind resources lack built-in inertia, as well 13.
Synthetic inertia is a potential fix for the dwindling mechanical inertia built into the modern,
renewables-powered grid. The Minto Flywheel Facility is ready to test this application and
provide insight into how synthetic inertia works on the grid.

6.2 Potential for paired flywheel/battery storage and aggregation
Flywheels store energy for five to fifteen minutes of discharge. Batteries can store energy for
hours-worth of energy discharge. Together, these two types of storage could work in tandem,
with the flywheel providing first-state response to grid instability and the battery being used for
longer-interval needs, including peak-load mitigation. The Minto Flywheel Facility provides half
of this combined resource for future testing.

6.3 Local droop & renewables integration
In electrical power generation, droop speed control is a generator setting that controls how
much the generator can increase or decrease power as frequency changes. This mode allows
synchronous generators – such as those that are grid-connected – to run in parallel and share
loads. Storage would be able to perform droop response far faster than traditional generation
methods due to its millisecond response time, arresting a falling or rising frequency faster.

13

Note that inverter-based generation can offer synthetic inertia using their power electronic controls, but only if fuel
is available (i.e., wind is blowing or sun is shining)
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7. PART OF THE COMMUNITY
Close and effective collaboration between many leading Ontario-based organization built the
Minto Flywheel Facility. Key partners include:
o

NRStor, a market-leading storage company that develops, owns and operates industryleading energy storage projects in partnership with progressive stakeholders and leading
technology providers (Developer & Owner)

o

Town of Minto (Community)

o

Independent Electricity System Operator (System Operator)

o

Lepton Technical Services (O&M Services Provider)

o

HH Angus & Associates Limited (Engineering Consultants)

o

Hydro One (Transmission Partner)

o

Westario Power (Distribution Partner)

o

Business Development Bank & Royal Bank of Canada (Debt Providers)

o

Northwater Capital, Fengate Asset Management, Elliot Management, Lakebridge
Capital (Investors)

7.1 Regulation without emissions

Site Location

After just one year of operation, the Minto Flywheel
Facility had withdrawn and reinjected more than 2
million kilowatt-hours (kWh) of energy. Put another
way, that’s 2 gigawatt-hours (GWh) of regulation
service. A similarly sized natural gas generator might
produce some 9,000 metric tons of CO2 emissions
providing the same amount of regulation service 14.
Flywheels do not require any additional fuel input and,
as a result, do not release any additional greenhousegas emissions through operation. Using flywheels for
ancillary services frees up existing assets, including
hydroelectric generation, to be used more effectively.

14

NRStor, http://nrstor.com/2015/07/22/nrstor-announces-one-year-of-commercial-operations-at-2mwflywheel-facility/
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15 16

“It is something of a cliché to refer to electric storage as a game changer, but it is also true.
Given the ongoing changes in our nation’s resource mix, and the changing capabilities needed to
serve customers, electric storage is poised to provide a critically important role”
FERC Commissioner LaFleur 1on FERC Order 84115
“Energy storage technologies have the potential to revolutionize the electricity system,
increasing its effectiveness, lowering costs and increasing reliability for the consumer… Ontario is
proud to be home to innovative companies, like NRStor… that are at the forefront of the energy
storage sector.”
Ontario Ministry of Energy16

15

FERC, https://www.ferc.gov/media/statements-speeches/lafleur/2018/02-15-18-lafleur-E-

1.asp#.XYqR6EZJHIU
16

NRStor, http://nrstor.com/2014/06/22/announcing-first-grid-connected-energy-storage-facility-in-

ontario/
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8. BENEFITS OF THE MINTO FLYWHEEL FACILITY
Cost-effectiveness & savings potential: The rapid system response and accurate system
output supports increasing levels of renewables and avoids curtailment scenarios, which saves
ratepayers money. The Minto Flywheel Facility also allows conventional generation to operate
more efficiently and increase outputs of usable MWh, thereby reducing overall energy costs as
well as fuel consumption and GHG emissions. Fast-responding energy storage technologies in
other markets have demonstrated three times 17 or greater the effectiveness of conventional
technologies.
DER integration: According to IESO research 18, DERs such as the Minto Flywheel Facility are
proliferating rapidly, as is their collective ability to influence the conditions of the bulk electricity
grid. Expanding participation of DERs into IESO’s markets can tap into the growing potential of
these resources, which could increase market competition and bring down costs for consumers
as well as provide wholesale market revenues for DERs, enabling their growth and operations in
ways that benefit the bulk electricity grid.
Innovation and resource development: The IESO can continue utilize the Minto Facility as a
testing resource to develop a fast-acting regulation signal that is energy neutral, similar to PJM.
This would promote more participation from rapid-response resources in the regulation services
market and reduce the need for traditional generation assets to provide regulation, freeing them
up to run more efficiently. 19
Exceptional performance: Compared to the traditional regulation signal mileage, the fast
regulation setpoint mileage the Minto Flywheel Facility delivers is 2.3 times higher.
Exceptional capability: Ancillary services such as those supplied by the Minto Flywheel Facility
are not a capacity product. The procurement of these services falls outside the thrust of the
IESO’s Market Renewal Program and can be conducted separately from the Transitional Capacity
Auction and Incremental Capacity Auction plans. Such separation has always been the case in
Ontario and as is also the case in other deregulated markets.
Long-life potential: This is a 40-year asset with 35 years of operability remaining.

17

PJM report, Performance-Based Regulation, Year One Analysis. Submitted to FERC Oct. 12, 2013.

18

IESO report, http://www.ieso.ca/-/media/Files/IESO/Document-Library/sac/2018/sac-20181017-innovationroadmap.pdf?la=en
19

PJM report, Performance-Based Regulation, Year One Analysis. Submitted to FERC Oct. 12, 2013
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